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WHAT'S IN A NAME?
The age demanded an image
Of its accelerated grimace
—Ezra Pound, "Hugh Selwyn Mauberley"
At times there seems to be a certain ghostly aura that
characterizes an age and awaits only the word to give it flesh.
Frequently the intuitive perception of the writer supplies the
word which gives the rest of us the shock of recognition.
Scott Fitzgerald helped create the Jazz Age of the Twenties,
for example, by distilling its essence into the language of This
Side of Paradise. So too did Eliot's The Waste Land provide the
name for the spiritual malaise of the post-World War I genera-
tion. Robert Penn Warren has spoken of the effect The Waste
Land had on his generation, who, not fully understanding the
poem, nevertheless responded to it as having been written for
them, not for those born in the 19th century.
Gertrude Stein's casual comment, "You are all a lost genera^
tion," when attached to Hemingway's wandering expatriates of
The Sun Also Rises, likewise named the state of mind of the
disillusioned young men and women who awoke in the Twenties
to find, as Fitzgerald put it, "all Gods dead, all wars fought, all
faiths in man shaken." Si7iclair Lewis's Babbitt quickly found
its way into dictionaries as a word representing the smug, self-
satisfied, and narrow-minded middle class of Harding and
Coolidge's America. And in the world of politics, Teapot Dome
became the metonymy for an atmosphere of greed and political
thievery.
In the light of all this, I find myself pondering the fascina-
tions of the word "watergate," a term whose meanings have
spread like the waters of a river as it flows into the ocean.
By noiv everyone knows, of course, that, whatever Watergate
has come to mean in the last two years, it once was used primarily
to designate one of those huge apartment-office complexes with
high rents and loiv ceilings, as someone once described this par-
ticular piece of plastic Americana. There is no use wondering
how it got that name. I suspect it came out of a real estate
developer's computer, the same one that has changed streets to
(Continued on Page 55)
The Electrician
H. E. FRANCIS
TBE CITY sent them. The wires from the street to the Rennick
house were down. Late afternoon, he and Ralph Wickham
drove up. It was their last call. They scouted around : A limb was
down; the main hung limp from the roof; a lead, tacked just
under the eaves, swayed like the head of a snake.
"There, Ralph. Bring the ladder."
Ralph backed the truck closer. They extended the ladder
to the roof. Joe strapped his tool belt on and climbed the ladder.
"Shouldn't be long," he said, glancing at his watch.
It was an old house. The roof was high, two stories. Shingles
gave under his weight. The lead was wedged fast between bricks
at the junction with the chimney. He loosened it, realigned it
through the eyelets, and bent it to keep it from slipping free.
Below, old Mrs. Rennick appeared, thin as a wire herself.
"Glad to see you boys. Them storms!"
Up here the sky was new—and far. It was cracked—blue
directly overhead, but sharp dark and black all the way north,
beyond the mountain. There was an edge of gold. Over the roof
the wind was stronger. "That blow's coming back," he said to
Ralph. Air had the heavy smell of rain still. A muggy weight
pressed everything. Along the walk the City power mower was
moving toward the house. The ground looked darker from up
high. The grass glowed deep.
"A couple of threes and fives," he called down, examining
the wire.
"What?" Ralph scowled at the noise of the mower moving
past.
He said it again, fingering this time.
"Coming right up !" Ralph disappeared into the van. In an
instant he was up the ladder with the connections.
He stripped the coating, spliced the new coupling wire.
"While you boys are up there, tell me—^how're the gutters ?"
Mrs. Rennick said. She waited, her hand cupped behind one ear.
The mower, beyond, was headed back.
Ralph smiled. "Pretty loaded, Mrs. Rennick."
She nodded and turned, her hands on her hips now, to look
up the street toward the shopping center.
"Go down and get something, he said to Ralph. "We'll give
the gutters a scoop while we're here."
"Sure thing."
Ralph backed down. "Mrs. Rennick?" he gestured—a broom
or something. She smiled innocently and came back with a broom
and shovel.
"You mean business!"
She laughed. The mower trembled the air, droned in close.
The operator leaned over the walk, following the edge. The
noise vibrated the house.
The coupling was ready. He glanced below: Ralph was at
the top of the ladder ; under him, the mower swung around, the
cutter raised like a scorpion's tail. A wire in each hand, Joe
coupled them at the very instant that a fierce wrenching tore
at the house, metal clanked, glass broke, the wires jerked alive,
his body bolted into the air, his arms shot out, an electric blue
blaze glowed around his whole body, suspended there for a
straight second. The mower stopped. A little scream came from
Mrs. Rennick. "Holy Jesus !" Ralph shouted, bringing the shovel
handle with all his might down on Joe's wrist. The bone broke,
loud. But the blow tore Joe loose from the wire; it cut off the
blue blaze. Joe dropped in a heap, still.
Below, the electric meter hung from the wall, the metal
tube broken, the wires raw where the mower had torn them loose.
The operator kept talking
:
"It must of been grounded. It's the wet grass. I swung too
close. It hooked on that metal—
"
"Jees, Joe, you was out—but cold—an hour and a half,"
Ralph said. He lit him up again, an eerie blue—^the umpteenth
time, day after day. Joe saw it himself now. Each time Claire
stood in the doorway, listening, as if the story would be differ-
ent. She seemed to wait for some detail Ralph had not told before,
and she was mystified.
"Something's wrong," she'd say, alone with Ralph.
"Takes time," Ralph'd say.
"He's not over it. He looks—far."
"Looks okay to me.*' But to Joe he'd say, "What you lookin*
at, Joe?" For Joe's brown Indian eyes gazed straight. Even when
his head moved, his eyes did not. They carried the same vision,
moved it away from where it had been.
"You know me," Joe said, "all laughs or all serious." It was
true—granite or water, no in-betweens.
Sometimes he was in the mirror : He sat like company facing
himself, baring his teeth—the first day he had felt them with
his tongue, frantic.
"They're not my teeth!"
"Wow! They're not," Ralph said.
They were crooked, turned, as if someone had deliberately
wrenched each tooth sideways. The electricity had split the gums,
the lips, cut deep between his fingers and toes, and his flesh was
burnt. (But Joe could not see that, his eyes would not focus right
:
Things were doubled—two Joes, two Claires, two Alices and
Pauls, plates, mouths. His kids, when they clung to him, looked
at him like somebody else. "I look that different?" he said. Alice
kissed him. "We're trying to see." But it was plain Claire had
primed them.
Each morning they looked at him, one, then the other, as
if today he would be what he had been, the same man. Inside,
he saw ends of wires loose everywhere. "It's nearly three
months." Claire could not hide the desperation always. She
turned to cleaning the window. "Look!" she said, quick, "the
leaves blowing down." September was falling. "I'll rake." He
touched her shoulder. "We'll keep ahead of them this year," he
said. She did not reply.
"How bout some bowling?" Ralph said, and he nodded. But
he did not go. He never went far now: Ends were still frayed,
wires ... He was disjointed at times; he felt the sidewalk would
come up, a wall veer too close, people walk aslant.
Rising in the morning, he went directly to the bathroom,
set his right arm against the wall, knived three times, then the
left, breathed deep a hundred times, did knee bends. Paul was
watching. "That's for kids," Paul said. "You shut up," Claire
said when he ribbed his father at the table. Joe laughed. Still he
exercised every morning. He was a young and hard slimness.
"You're looking great, Joe," Ralph said when he stopped by.
He did look better than ever. He ate little, worked out,
walked, sometimes went to the drag races with Ralph—and took
Paul, even Claire. But at times she'd poke him: "Honey?" He
was not seeing the races. "Sure, honey," he'd say.
Doctor Hailey dropped by—at Claire's plea, he knew. He
never told her he overheard them : "Joe keeps a stone face," she
said, "though when he was courting he'd kid whenever he was
silent—poker face he called himself and joked that it's his
Indian blood. But it's not
—
"
"Nerves are complex things, Claire. There's no rushing them.
It hasn't affected your relations?"
"Oh, no—he's better than ever: like charged. Does that
make sense ? He was never so intense. Then he bottles up. Maybe
that's why—he lets it go there. Only I'm not there. He's alone.
Oh, he doesn't want to be ; he's kind—to me, us ; yet I can't get
to him." She stilled. Outside, far, a tiny cloud drifted, high.
"Give it time," the doctor said.
"Oh, I'm ashamed. It's him that's important, but I feel
helpless sometimes. I wonder why things happen ; change comes




Joe felt her watching whenever he left : He would go down
the walk, stop and stand sometimes, look up.
He was listening. He could hear the humming in the wires.
If he went close to the telephone poles, he could hear the out-
rageous hum, like a swarming of unimaginable size. He heard
it, but up there on the roof he had felt the sound through him
like the sting of a billion bees. The thought made his blood burn
and his hand twitch and move toward the pole. But he turned.
Claire was in the window. He waved and went on.
He liked to be up before the sun now. Outside, he watched
it come, burning the sky pure white, greater and greater, prong
through the trees, fire the finest mist and glow through the wet
grass.
He stopped with the guys before they drove their trucks
off on their assignments. "About ready, Joe?" the supervisor
always said. "Pretty soon, the doc says." The doctor called the
supervisor regularly. The papers, everything was in good order.
Doctor Hailey told him, " 'One of our best men," the supervisor
says. That should make you proud." "Yes," Joe said. And he
was anxious to get back. They could kid him now that the time
was coming. Ralph kept telling the story to them because noth-
ing like that had ever happened to Ralph either
:
"Man, they oughta use Joe on the church sign. You should
of seen him—a regular leaping Jesus all lit up like a neon, blue
as hell, and that sky—black, man." They laughed. But Curley
said, "That why you like the ground, Ralph boy?" "Ground,
hell," Ralph said. "Come on, let's get going. It's seven o'clock."
But Joe looked at Ralph. It was Ralph kept telling what hap-
pened. Ralph was not so loose now; he looked bowed down
sometimes. "It can throw you down," Joe said. "Yeah," Curley
said. Did a man carry fear all his life? "So long, Joe," they said.
They paired off in their trucks and left him there alone.
Joe had to go back after that. Several mornings he appeared.
But each day it was the same. When they drove off, he was alone.
He felt like Charlie Chaplin standing there by himself. As if
suddenly struck, he knew : He was alone. That's what the change
had done. Always before, the sky was blue and clear and inno-
cent. He knew what was in the air, in the wire : He had learned
all the words; he knew the job so well. But the sky was dark
whenever he saw that roof. The wires held something he didn't
know. It had passed into him. For the first time he felt all the
things he had ever known about electricity. It made him alone,
separate from them and his wife and kids and the things he
looked at. What was it?
For the first time he clenched his fists, all his blood was in
his fists, his heart beat in his fists; he raised them, he shook
them at the air, at the blue sky. "What did I do?" He wanted to
cry, but he was too angry. But he was drawn to it—^he felt stupid,
ignorant, and he wanted to know. From the window beyond,
someone was watching him. Anybody would think he was crazy.
He went by the Rennick house : On the side the meter was
back in place, the base wire piped, encased and intact; the lead
wire was cleanly connected, still and innocent looking. He stared
at the glass face of the meter, at the insulated cord. His eyes
followed the cord up; they followed the wires from the roof,
traced the wires down the street, where they disappeared blocks
and blocks beyond. He heard the sound again. His blood pricked.
He felt alone but not alone : His hands wanted to reach up and
touch the wire. He did not feel alone with that, but it made him
alone with everything else. Where did it come from ? Power—but
where from? It was invisible. He couldn't see it but the invisible
thing had touched him.
"Why me?" he said to Claire in bed.
"Why me what?" she said sleepily.
"Why'd it touch me?"
"Touched?" She jerked, turning. "Not a spider?"
"That wire."
"Ohhhh." She elbowed close. He seldom talked about it now.
"A mistake," she said.
"No. Everything was right. You heard Ralph. Ask him."
His voice was hard, like his own eyes on himself in the
mirror.
"An accident," she said. "The mower couldn't help it. And
the wire was live."
The operator, Mac Reilly, had been to see him several times.
He was a big man. That day he had stopped the mower immedi-
ately. After, he had waited at the hospital till he had heard Joe
was all right. Relieved, he had broken down.
"I don't think so—not an accident," Joe said.
"Not? You mean somebody—Oh, Joe, you have the facts."
She rolled closer. He was hard and indifferent. He was not there.
"No, not somebody—
"
She rose on one elbow and looked at his immobile face, the
electric glow of streetlight caught in his eye. "What, then?"
His hands rose in the dark. They tried to explain. His
fingers gripped air. "I don't know. I just felt it."
"Felt what?"
"It came so big—like / hit maybe a brick wall a hundred
miles an hour, whack! only it went right through; and I heard it
too, a scream so loud I couldn't hear it—you know—and I was
traveling somewhere—I don't know—it took me, so bright and
blinding, but I could hear the light; my hands were right on
the sound, feeling it, a thing to tear my whole guts out, like
sex, only more, me going with it, a thing touching me so Big and
invisible and then burning raw right into my eyes—I don't
know—" He was close, and such power, but coming from where,
where? He had to find out. He kept thinking if he followed it
back, he'd get to find— But he had not words to tell; still, he
kept thinking if he tried—"And then it was gone so quick," he
said, "and—I don't know—I felt like I was dead, I mean nothing
inside me, it took everything—
"
"You've got me." She took his hand. She sounded afraid.
"Joe, touch me—^yes, like that," she said, guiding.
But it was not there. It was gone.
After, she said, "Maybe it's just you feeling your Indian
blood. The spirits." She laughed.
"Yeah. White lightning." He laughed with her. And he felt
sorry for her: She knew his sounds. He was tense. She would
feel alone too.




"Please, Joe, think of the kids. There's so many things you
can do. You're a good painter."
"I'm made for this job, Claire. It's second nature. When
I'm on that truck, it's my world."
"World! You don't have this world long if you keep this
up. And I want you here, Joe?"
He told Ralph, "She wants me to quit."
"You're in the pink now !" Ralph said. "I can't imagine you
gone for good. Besides, that Feeney kid you can have. If you
go—" Ralph depended on him. He had a haunted look, lost.
Rain smeared the pane. The sky was close. Joe said, "Some-
times when it's a storm, I feel it's breaking through me—like
some of it's still there in me and trying to get out, like going
back, like I left myself a minute. I don't know." He could not
say. He could never find the words. "Don't tell Claire."
When Ralph drove off and the car disappeared into the
gray dark, Joe went on staring through the pane. His breath
filmed it. He wiped it away, stared—He could see nothing. The
gray was too close. His hands wanted to reach through and tear
the clouds open. He had held the thing in his hands; it filled
him, shot through him. He shouted, "What is it?" His fist came
down. It struck Claire's glass bird off the sill; the tail broke.
But it was all silent. "You're hard—hard" he muttered.
That week he satisfied Claire. "I got a job at the govern-
ment warehouse. I'm still strong." He laughed. She clung to him,
uttering stifled joyful heaves.
His broken wrist was thoroughly healed now. Only when
the weather was bad it ached a little. All day he lugged, tossed,
heaved. Days he was inside, enclosed between walls of boxes.
At night he was dead.
"I miss the sky," he told Ralph. Seeing it after work was
like falling into a river.
Ralph said, "Me too."
"You!"
"Yeah. I requested a desk job."
"Sure," Joe said. They sat on the porch with their beer
cans. Over the roofs a ridge of sun fine as a wire burned a line
through their view. Ralph closed his eyes, Joe's hand twitched.
He was up early every morning. In no time he had the
garden glowing with flowers and lawn trim, the grass a startling
green. He beat the sun up. He waited for it.
And on off days he worked, righting the garage, painting,
edging the lawn, stripping the basement for castaways. After-
noons, he took long walks. He kept tabs on the linemen, always
stopping where he saw the Utilities truck at work on the wires.
He would stand long, watching.
Andy Malone said, joking, "What're you watching us like
that for, Joe? You think you're a supervisor or something?"
"A guy gets nostalgic."
Sometimes he walked past the Rennick house. He looked
at the wires.
"Why do you do that?" Claire said. "Mrs. Rennick said she
sees you standing there sometimes. People will think
—
"
He laughed it off. "Since when did you care what people
think?"
On the way home from work one afternoon he saw number
twelve truck a block from the house : The Feeney kid had his old
place. He waved and stopped.
"Sure could use you, Joe," Feeney said. His legs dangled
from the roof. But his partner was standing by the chimney. Far
behind, the mountain was dark, a thick pour of cloud like a great
hand pressing down. It was edged with light. The sun was
sinking into the houses. Below, shadows darkened everywhere.
"Better hurry," Joe said, but he was watching the dark
grow. High, the prongs of the ladder burned with raw light.
Walker was holding the cable, but Walker was watching him.
Now Joe talked to Feeney, but he was glancing at the storm
clouds.
"Wish I had your know-how and speed, Joe," Feeney said.
"Ralph told me you could do miracles."
"You got the wrong knife, to begin," Joe said. He reached
for his own : He had no belt on, no knife. He climbed to the top
of the ladder. His hands came into the light. He could see far.
A breeze touched him. He breathed the wet heavy air; it gave
a quick charge to his blood and he felt his heart quicken. A great
ridge of light scarred the sky just over them. Up here it seemed
he might touch it.
He reached for Feeney's knife. "Give me the cable, Walker."
His presence was against regulations. His voice was certain and
his hand sure : He clutched the cable. He felt bound to it. Quickly
he spliced it, trimmed—a lightning stroke of energy and control.
"The other," he said. He saw the sun burning in their eyes,
their faces themselves like suns against the mounting press.
The dark would cover everything. But at the other end was a
power of raw light. He knew it was in the wire. He had felt it.
Through the wire he heard it. He wanted to see it. He clasped the
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two wires. "You blend them with a thrust," he said, "this way—
"
The wires in each hand glowed in long needles of sun ; his blood
remembered : They led to a light so raw and loud you could not
look upon it, or listen— He was afraid, but he would find it,
he would go back. And when it came, it would blind him, but he
would not blink, no— He brought the wires together.
"Joe"
The men were watching his hands.
"Jees, Joe. I couldn't do it so smooth," Feeny said.
"Joe!" Claire called.
She was standing down there, very small.
"Joe!" she cried again. He could hear the fear in her.
"Come down," she said, "before the storm breaks."
Drowning the Kittens
NANCY G. WESTERFIELD
"They never learn from it how to swim,"
Chuckles the grandfather, "no matter how often
Given lessons." This spring the grandchildren
Are helping. "Put him in the bucket,"
The kind voice instructs, "and do not let him come up."
The four small feet in the clutch of childhood
Paddle wildly, first air, then water.
"It's ducking," the child shouts, "like ducks."
He is rapturous, watching.
Death he has learned from a shucked bird
Found by the hedge, but not the dying.
This thing that dies is grown enough
To craven and cry out for its life, would crawl
On its belly to depart, would eat filth.
Would eat itself. The mouth eats bucket.
Full of its contents to the point of rupture.
The mouth stops. The eye is glass under water,
That would have tried to master all at once
Swimming and resisting. The grandfather plucks it up.
Chuckles again, picks another, repeats himself:
"They never learn from the lesson how to swim."
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Another Marriage Poem
(for Kathy and Larry Rosengren)
TOM HANSEN
It would have been easier three hundred
years ago, near the end of the
seventeenth century, when even bad poets knew
how to rise to the occasion, and in rising,
to make it into an occasion, in words that
rhymed, lines that scanned.
So that years
later, they had a poem dated how many
years ago
to prove that it had been something.
But by then they had other better
things to prove it, and the poem
by then was a vaguely familiar voice
calling out of the past, an echo
dying in its own bad ear.
Old poems don't know how to
shut up
and keep on celebrating the moment
that is for them the moment out of
time,
in lines that scan and words
that rhyme.
It would have been easier three hundred
years ago, near the end of the
seventeenth century, to resurrect the empty
Olympian myths and invoke their benevolence,
to float down a lapping river of Spenserian
verse, all the while to behold




shore of the silver-streaming Thames,
riverside meadow,
flock of nymphs,
Grecian shepherds with English faces,
suspicious.





The river runs into the sea, softly,
and the poet ends his song.
It would have been easier three hundred years ago.
But South Dakota boasts no mythy gods
or poetry.
America has become the land
of common sense.
Here we do not
write poems when two people marry —
we drink too much and slap
each other on the back.
In this time
and place one is unable to speak
unguardedly of affection and leaves it unsaid
and forgets that light burst from the first
word spoken and that life is born with a
scream in its mouth and that only
the dead are eloquent in their silence.
The living stutter and tremble and don't
know how to shut up.
Imperfect, we make
a bad job of it, but words spoken,
however halting, become words heard.
I put myself into a breathful
of air and give it to you and,
however imperfect, it lives,
a prayer over all our graves.
I refuse you centuries of domestic serenity
or an appropriate number of strong tall sons
and beautiful daughters or even the
dubious blessing of financial security.
I refuse the pious cliche — we both
know that no marriage endured on this
wandering ball of rock and water and
sand
could have been made in any heaven
we can imagine.
We keep the ritual words, but heaven's
metaphor is lost — you, now declared
one flesh,
remain yourselves within yourselves.
This is the wisdom of earth,
which is all we have.
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This marriage
was made on earth, where we live
and die alone and together.
Like everything else that matters,
it begins here and comes to an end
here.
What can I not refuse?
No gods or angels or magic charms
to bless you with, no three hundred
years ago near the end of the
seventeenth century, no pastoral England
that probably never was,
I am standing here still,
even now, down all these years,
scratching my weathered head,
recalling names I have forgotten,
trying to remember someone I used to know,






AM GOING to tell the story as I heard it, or one way that I
heard it, for stories have a way (among ignorant folk) of
changing as a river changes as it flows along, sometimes over-
flowing its banks, sometimes meandering a bit from one spring
to the next, never taking the same course twice. This story
certainly overflowed its banks and the banks of credibility as
well, but no one seemed at all bothered by flooding in the valley
of ignorance. No, instead the people of Bloomville washed their
feet in the ubiquitous nonsense and suckled their children on
the same muddy water.
My mind strays easily. Again, the story. It seems to start
first with another story, and I will attempt to accurately repro-
duce the two, interjecting comments only when I feel I must
compensate for the basic ignorance of my story tellers.
Old Darwin Eckler was a peaceful enough fellow, living
off in a cabin with his wife Elsie and their four children. He
was a portly frog of a man, she a lively wench, the children,
like the parents, normal and healthy. Who would have thought
it, Darwin being a churchgoer, that one bright sunny day, the
twentieth of June, the old man went as berserk as Elwin
Dingman's old hound (Elwin is a neighbor of mine who will turn
up later) and shot them all in cold blood.
When Evelyn Allen stopped in that evening with some loaves
of fresh warm bread, she saw the five dead and old Dar sitting
by the fire peacefully smoking his pipe, staring off somewhere
in apparent contentment. He was shortly taken to the Justice
of the Peace who knew he should arrange a trial, but at the
same time he had to listen to the lynch mob outside, not the
quietest of whom was the good reverend of the Methodist Church.
The Justice of the Peace did what most men do when they can-
not make up their minds. He appointed a committee headed by
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the Reverend, a good organizer if nothing else, and they solved
the entire dilemma in a matter of minutes by locating a length
of sturdy rope which seemed acceptable to everyone. Darwin was
clearly in a bind when, studying the fine manilla strands, he
could not find so much as one flaw, and so had to agree with the
findings of the committee, thereby absolving them of all respon-
sibilities. He was quiescent on that fatal morning when he
stepped up onto the scaffold. Before departing the old fool
repented, saying "Forgive me for I know not what I done." With
that they pushed him off. He danced a bit, shivered a little and
then relaxed.
The people who finally bought his old shack in the woods
six months later said they could not use the water from the well
because the blood from Darwin's family ran down it (it was
next to the house) and ever after it pumped red water.
This red water theme is easy to ridicule, but it is a type
I've run across frequently. It seems to be related to man's need
to have tangible remnants of the past living with him in the
present as a memorial or some such symbol. And he needs these
remnants most where great acts of violence, love or death have
occurred. It is not unrelated to the grave stone tradition, as I
see it. (For a complete study of the subject, see The Living Stone,
by F. Norton Hamilton.)
On May fifth, about two weeks after Darwin died, a story
began that he wandered through the woods and fields and valleys
with a lantern which he swung gently, weirdly to and fro as he
sought his missing head. One can see, for example, why scholars
of ancient Irish lore curse their ancestral scribes, foolish monks,
when the adventitious figure of Christ appears on the scene
set somewhere in the iB. C.'s. But Christ is next to integral
when compared with the headless Darwin, who makes even
myself, a professional story collector, cringe at the nonsense
these people will permit to pass their lips. A man without a
head needs no lantern to find it, for he has no eyes, which are
of course the light sensitive receptors of our being ; and he may
as well have walked in utter darkness, undoubtedly the very same
through which his ilk in town grope. Besides, no one who wit-
nessed the hanging recalls the head separating from the body.
But like the scholars of ancient Irish lore, I must concen-
trate on the few fragmented facts that remain. There is more.
A girl named Laura Pierce lived in the hill country south
of Bloomville in a fine large house which she later inherited
from her industrious though not wealthy and of course now
dead parents. She was born in Bloomville. She grew up there.
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She was the belle of the town, a classic picture of immature
beauty at twelve, a truly stunning woman at twenty one. She
was beloved of the town for she revelled in altruistic deeds. She
visited people in their illnesses, gave small amounts of money and
candy to poor and hungry urchins who followed her about the
sidewalks and parks like a herd of animals. Her virtue seemed
limited only by her frailty, her small thin but shapely frame,
which made her parents somewhat overprotective. She was not
allowed to participate in as many "goodwill" activities as she
would have desired.
It was her good nature that precipitated her early end (they
said in Bloomville), but her reward is in heaven (that catchall
where those unsuccessful in life have their just due—my note).
She frequently walked the rough miles between her home and
Bloomville in order to spend some time with Mrs. Miller, who
lost the use of her legs. Laura helped her dress, bathe, cook, sew
and assisted her in other niceties which nature would have
correctly deprived the old woman of (along with her miserable
life) had it been allowed to take its proper course.
But through the help of friends and the life sustaining
breath of the Holy Spirit, the woman dangled by that golden
chain until one of its lightly plated links gave way.
(But I am getting ahead of myself. Laura walked the rough
miles alone. She visited the place about three times a week. She
began the walk about dusk, not returning home until midnight
or later, when weary from the long and perhaps frightening
jaunt she would tiptoe up the stairs, crawl quietly into bed,
falling asleep almost immediately.
Why did she walk alone? Indeed, should she have walked
alone? The natives frequently asked these questions, having
nothing better to concern themselves with. After all, the rough
rolling countryside was plagued with dangers for a frail girl.
Most people, though some misreasoning, answered the questions
simply by laying the blame on the husband. A bright, well edu-
cated though somewhat aloof fellow and rather attractive who
came along and snatched the lovely creature from the faithful
fold, selfishly depriving her of precious virginity sometime
before the grand occasion of the sacred rites. Actually, he found
little difficulty because she was really a very lonely girl, and
he had first to make her see her loneliness and then instruct her
in the paradoxical ways of nature, the loneliness, the love, the
cruelty, the kindness, the beauty, the horror, and she melted
like so many candles consumed by their own flame.
To bring the story to a rapid conclusion, one dark night,
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wisps of mist wandering in ghostly aimlessness through the black
trunks of trees (damn them and their love of the gothic—it was
a clear night, the moon shining fair) she walked back home and
saw the lantern gently waving, its yellow light breaking through
the woods in shafts. She stopped but did not scream or panic.
She must have have felt the malignity, or at least the cold
indifference of the woods, as barren as a bleak winter sky.
But she had, as a crusader who has been given some divine
promise of security, a degree of composure as she watched the
light move closer. Yes, Darwin Eckler, the headless man. She
must have been certain of it as the light approached, for it
had been seen three times now, and I'm sure the story would
have reached her quickly.
And where does one run from a ghost? Or does one run
just to appease his urge to run. Or as a classmate of mine once
said when together we approached a haunted house and he raised
his 30 '06 when footsteps began following us, "If it's real, it's
dead." But he thought a second, then added, "But if it's super-
natural, we're dead." It proved to be surrealistic, and the bullet
whizzed off through the night, through the imaginary appari-
tion and it landed in some unknown place.
She watched until the light was so close that she could
make out the form behind the yellow sheen of lantern light. It
was the dark shape of a man, normal except that it had no head.
She turned, ran, and at the same time heard the lantern
fall and shatter. She must have felt lost and helpless, stumbling
in the utter darkness, where the dimensions of time and space
drew in their eternal boundaries, condensed themselves into that
one great act of frantic escape. She had the lead at first, which
must have given her a false sense of optimism, which in turn
must have made the capture that much more of a blow, a cruel
reality breaking through her feeble illusions. When she heard
the heavy breathing, the footsteps close at hand, she must have
come near despair. There was no hope. Nature's frailty could
not compete with the brute force of the universe, and in a second
she was thrown off balance, lying helplessly on the ground where
the dark shadow, like a bird of prey, brutally and painfully
ravished her thin body on dew wet grass, choked the life blood
out of her feeble frame and her blood drained tranquilly onto
the ground. In a second the effort was over, the night slept again,
closing its eye with weary indifference on the scene. The dew
continued to fall uninterrupted on trees, grass, stream and
corpse alike.
It will be readily evident to the astute reader that this is
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not 1;he correct version of the story. True, all the events except
the murder may be verified by one or more of the residents
vi^ho claim to have witnessed them ; true, that given the authen-
ticity of the events, the description of the murder is supported
by circumstantial evidence. But in my two years of work, of
studying the beliefs, the lore, the habits, the ways of thinking
of the people of Bloomville, I have been led to one inevitable con-
clusion: they are a people incapable of objective observation
because of deep rooted superstitions, religious beliefs and social
values.
Which is not to say that there are no grains of truth to the
story. I did in fact snatch Laura from the faithful fold. We
married shortly thereafter. Within the year she accompanied
me back to Yale, which was I'm sure an eye opening experience
for her. When I began work on my thesis, we returned to Bloom-
ville—her home was ours through inheritance, her mother having
died six months after the wedding, her father six years later.
The country home was ideal for us and for my research. Set in
the rich green hill country, it offered rest, relaxation and peace.
I had a good supply of tales from the locals, and on this I based
my work. Thus, I found it necessary to mix intimately with the
indigenous characters, visit their taverns, their homes and
churches, and indeed show a sincere interest in them, which
having done successfully, I now possess a fine supply of tales,
one among them most remarkable.
Laura was the very woman they spoke of—^frail, yes, but
the beauty of her features is something I could not capture with
words. Although she was a devout person, she still had pre-
served her innate capacity to do good acts for others, the quality
of their person not of the highest. As a wife she was ideal, and
I doubt that anyone loved another person more than she did
myself.
A clear memory drifts up from the murk of unconsciousness.
It was an idle spring day and we sat under the blossoming trees
in the garden behind the house. Laura got up and picked a
flower, and as she returned to me I startled her by jumping
up, grabbing her about the waist, thrusting her head high into
the cherry tree, as white and fleecy as a low flying cloud. I let
her down, caressing her breasts. She looked very beautiful to
me and I told her so. I borrowed a line from Tristan and Isolt
that aptly suited my purpose. She looked puzzled and so I re-
turned, "You have within your lovely breast the key to my heart."
If she heard anything in high school it was that. "You have
mine," she answered.
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We lay down in the cool soothing grass and watched the
cherry blossoms fall with each burst of the spring breeze. After
a few minutes she began to laugh, and I knew I was expected
to ask why. When I pressed, she responded gazing at the tree,
talking in her usual abstractions.
"Do you want to hear my philosophy of love? It won't take
long."
"Very well."
"Love isn't as simple as loving someone. I've always loved
you, but now it's as important that I love the love you have for
me. Kind of like a double bond. Do you know what I mean?"
"It's a common enough theme."
"Oh."
"But don't let that silence you. Think of it as good poetry
:
"What oft was thought but ne'er so well expressed."
"Pope," she said proudly.
"Right. Now to do a good job on this, aim for expression.
The theme is overdone."
"You read too much."
"Not all from reading," I answered hinting at my rakish
days as an undergraduate, which I discussed openly with her
before.
"I'm lost I'm afraid. You've heard it and you've heard it
better."
"Whatever comes from your lips will be superior, I promise
you."
She grew confident again and began. "When we were first
married, I was pretty proud of being married to you—I still am
of course. But then I thought that since I married someone, well,
a little better than anyone else I know did, I was more deserving.
You found somebody worth loving, and it was because of me
that you were able to love. Now I see that that's wrong. You
love me as you do because you have the ability to love, and that's
the essence of love. The ability, not the object. You won't like
this, but really Christ is the best example of ultimate love,
because he could love Man even though Man was not deserving
of so much love."
"That's to Man's credit," I interrupted, growing impatient
with the awkward mythical analogy, despite which the scene is
engraved on my mind.
"Now tell me truly," I asked half seriously. "Didn't you
really marry me because of what Paul said, that the 'unbelieving
husband is consecrated through his wife ?' "
"No. I was just trying to be respectable about it all, I guess."
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That was a milestone in our relationship, for she had
brought one bit of Paul after another between us, but now she
was growing up, shedding those shreds of immaturity.
I.t was late April when Laura talked me into visiting old
Mrs. Miller. And when we walked through the dusty halls reak-
ing of antiquity and burst upon that sad sight of a woman lying
helpless in bed, clearly in a general state of distress, I knew that
Laura would grow a good deal from the experience. For Mrs.
Miller and Laura sprang from the same dry soil, on Sundays
they called upon the same silent Lord. And now she would see
how the Lord watched over his flock. In short, she would have
to dispose of her native murk and open her eyes.
When Mrs. Miller began in her martyred but steadfast
voice, "In rough times there's nought a body can do but love his
God, his country, his family and friends, and bear the burden
that falls on him," I nearly choked on my tea. Ah, Christ I
thought to myself, the woman will yet ask why her god "haith"
forsaken her. She'll shortly follow in the footsteps of the son,
who would now be no more than a historical farce if Matthew's
text had been properly preserved, ending as it should have with
"Eli, Eli, la' ma sabach-tha'-ni ?" The rest of her visits were
alone.
And it was not long thereafter that I began to sense the
general rumblings about town. The first man to openly object to
my lack of protection toward Laura was her minister, the Metho-
dist Reverend Moore. I was in town on some business, walking
down the hot black street, when I saw his great form coming
toward me. He walked boldly up to me and addressed me in his
usual manner, sounding as if the whole thing had just been
rehearsed in the parsonage study. He was a dark, heavy man,
fairly large though not yet corpulent, stern when he thought he
should be, soft spoken all other times. Now, confronted with
such a heathen he required sternness.
"Mr. Hamilton," he began dropping his huge jaw. "I keep
my nose out of your business, you keep yours out of mine. That's
how we get along."
"Well said Reverend."
"But now there's something I've got to say to you. Our
paths cross out of necessity."
He offered me a seat on a bench, and I replied that it was
a public bench and so he was doing me no favor.
"It's obvious to us that you're no equailitarian (Sic)." He
pronounced the second syllable as in "quail."
"No," I replied quickly. "I never liked birds." He took the
double insult to heart as he should have.
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"That may be," he responded ruffling his shoulders. "And
some folks would have you run out of town for it. I'm of a
different opinion, long as you steer clear of me."
"The day I set foot in your church, you may put a pistol to
my head. And if when I'm as old as some of the dead wood in
this town I call on the Lord as a drowning man grabs onto an
imaginary straw, then send me your biggest brute—probably
the one who takes up the collection—and have him beat some
sense into me."
He was silent for a second, but being as resilient as he was
ignorant, he began again.
'I'd like to get to the problem at hand. Laura, you know,
was always the favorite of the town. We all knew her well. We
all loved her. We don't know what you do to her out there, but
we do know that she's changed."
"That's good, since when we met she was a child."
"Then try to conceive what she's lost. Now the poor girl
is mistreated, abused. She walks into town alone every other
night. It's a mile or more and that's a hard distance for a frail
girl like Laura.
"She's neither frail nor is she a girl. Once you yokels grasp
that fact, you'll see things better."
"The thought of the poor girl," he began ignoring my point,
"walking through that dangerous country, those old foundations,
uncovered wells, streams, ravines, where bears have been seen
and wild dogs abound. It chills me. God it's frightening. And
you have a Mercedes Benz don't you?" he said looking up as if
he just played his trump card that would bring me to my knees
in defeat. "She can drive."
"Never could handle the old four speed. She grew up, you
know, on the column."
"Then in God's name drive her in before she's gone."
"Gone? Come now Reverend." He had a tendency to get
over-excited, which explains why he was known to have produced
some rousing sermons. "There's nothing better than the walk
between our house and town. The beauty of the trees, the stream,
the fields . . ." But I realized he was drawing me further into
the conversation than I intended to go with him. It was time I
got out. I'd been diplomatic long enough and did not want to
begin insulting the old fool.
"Mr. Moore," I began as the heat of the afternoon grad-
ually reached into the shade. "With the townspeople providing
such close surveillance, I see no reason at all why she should be
in any danger." And with that I left him.
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A couple of nights later, April 26, I drove into town—Laura
having vi^alked in earlier without my knowing it. While I was
there I visited "Blanche's," the local haunt where I used to
gather stories when I was doing research. Now, however, I
wanted only a quick drink. Things had changed a good deal since
I had been a regular patron. Now some of my story tellers did
not greet me as they used to. One of my finest sources, Hap
Malone—a very devil of a man—eyed me occasionally. I drank
two scotch and waters and turned to go. But Hap came up to
me and explained in his gruff and sly way that he had the
finest story "I ever heared."
No, I wasn't interested, I explained. But he insisted, and
he was among friends. I was not. So he sat me in a corner at a
table, my back to the window that looked out to where my car
was parked. He began a slow lengthy story, part of which I had
already heard, about a woman, Mrs. Druese, who killed her
husband and attempted to feed him to her pigs. His head was
severed and not disposed of as the rest of the body was. (These
facts, by the way, are recorded in the court records. She was
the first woman hanged in the county.) What finally became
of his head is still unknown. Hap digressed to a story about a
hole which periodically fills with water, where lots of things
unaccountably lost are said to have disappeared. (In this respect,
the famous hole serves a function much like religion—a catchall
for the unaccountable.) Well, Hap heard that the head was
thrown into the famous hole. This story—while undoubtedly
false—is indeed a revelation, for it nicely illustrates how local
lore, unrelated though its tales may be, tends to unite.
Hap was a talented story teller with a kind of vernacular
wit, and he managed to stretch the story to a full half hour.
When he was done, I thanked him and got up to leave but he
offered me more stories. When I refused, he grew belligerent.
I tore his ugly hand from my wrist and walked quickly out the
door. I had not gone more than a few steps when I saw Laura
leaving the rear entrance of a large white house which did not
belong to Mrs. Miller. In a second I was struck senseless, and I
hid behind a building so that she would not see me, and so that
no one in "Blanche's" would either. I felt that big glass window
at my back like a giant eye.
As I sped home along the dark wooded road, I considered
more rationally the question at hand. I have always believed in
the paradoxical and inexplicable nature of man. Hence,^ a woman
like Laura could certainly be involved in such clandestine activi-
ties even though her basic character was oriented otherwise. But
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before accepting the paradox I had first to ascertain that there
was one. Even an intelligent person can misread the facts. I
resolved to watch in secrecy, but my plan was nearly foiled when
Laura came to bed and asked me where I had driven the car.
It was normally kept in the garage, and in my haste I had left
it out. "A tune up," I replied with little confidence since I knew
nothing about mechanics.
When she left for town a few nights later, I took the lantern
and followed a good distance behind, but I lost her near town
and was not about to wander the streets to find out whose house
she left. It was a Saturday night and the hormones of the young
high school students were being roused to action on this lusty
spring evening. I was sitting in a vacant lot watching when sev-
eral cars pulled up. It looked like the high school dance overflow.
A girl half dressed got out of a car and ran toward me, her
boyfriend or attacker (or both) close behind. When she was
nearly upon me her lusty pursuer caught her, and together they
returned to complete their nefarious business. A fine incident to
lay before their righteous parents. I can see them now, sitting
in the pew with their offspring, angelic smiles on all faces. I left
and, I hope, escaped being seen.
That was the first time I used the lantern. The second was
on a dark night the following Tuesday. But again I lost her,
and when it grew late I knew I had to be home or be exposed.
She arrived shortly after, tired, her hair disheveled, her clothes
in disarray. There was a kind of wanton beauty about her, and
nothing would have pleased me more than to take her that very
instant. Anger, jealousy and love combine to form a curious
sort of passion.
At one time two doors lay open to me. One, to find out for
myself the nature of the situation, and two, to correct the prob-
lem while remaining unenlightened. One door was closed, or at
best ajar. My attempts at spying failed. And since I always
considered myself a better negotiator than spy, I resolved to
manipulate the affair. I avoided the real issue, kept truth entirely
out of it, and simply said that I had received a lot of trouble
from the locals because I permitted such freedom.
"You forget," Laura answered, "that I grew up here, I
know the country like I know our house. And don't pay a whole
lot of attention to the locals."
She was right of course.
Then I suggested that I would like to spend some more
time at Yale, doing some post doctoral work.
"But this is our home now. We can't leave it, especially in
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the spring. The lilacs are blossoming in the yard, the flowers ar6
in full color. Cherry blossoms haven't begun to fall. And it's so
fine here in the summer, you've said that yourself. Do you want
to leave?"
"No," I had to admit, for nothing was more beautiful than
our country house in the spring and summer. But then there
was that ugliness too, like the shadow of a dismal rain cloud.
Having failed at negotiating, only through my own hon-
esty—I could have insisted that we leave—I followed her once
more into town. And much before I expected it I saw her leave
the rear entrance of the big white house across from Blanche's.
There was no doubt now, but still the opposing facts were
hard to reconcile. And now, to complicate things, there were
her apparently sincere feelings about our home. So there they
stood, two intransigent poles pulling fiercely at one another, but
neither overpowering the other and neither able to stand alone
in the end.
The next day was certainly one of the most enlightening
days of my career as a folklorist. I had the privilege of wit-
nessing what must be a folklorist's dream. I saw a story born, I
saw it grow from its very germ. And I was part of it.
I
WAS walking by Elwin Dingman's old shack when his
brute of a mad hound bounded toward me, obviously bent on
destruction. Elwin was fortunately at the door and he called the
beast back. I waved to him in appreciation but he yelled back,
"Hang on there young feller. I've gotta have a word with ya."
"Very well Elwin," I said. I usually did my best to be
pleasant with him, for despite the fact that he was a retarded
or senile (or both) old man, he was not a bad fellow.
He sucked viciously at his pipe for a second, pulled it out
of his mouth (which for some reason he could not hold still)
and then began.
"Seein's how yer a story collector, I got some things that
might be of interest to ya. Either sit yerself down or stand up,
it's all the same to me, but I'm gonna sit." I sat next to him on
a felled log. "Ah 'tis a fine day, ain't it though?"
"Sure 'tis Elwin," I agreed, for 'twas.
"Ya know the story of old Dar Eckler well enough I don't
doubt."
"That I do, Elwin."
"Well, Dar were one o' them people—he weren't all bad, he
weren't all good. Jist that he had a mean streak in 'im, an' if
they hung 'im fer 'is mean streak, they should'uh praised 'im
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fer 'his good streak. He was a good man an' he never let a body
down."
"I tend to agree, Elwin. It was more like he just went
berserk," I said trying to keep the conversation going.
"Not atall, not atall, son. You ain't listenin' to me, but ya
better listen close cause what I got to say is important. He wasn't
crazy. He was mean at times, but he was hisself when he done
in his family. That I know. But there's a mean killing streak in
all of us maybe, and he's jist one which is like all of us an' we're
all the same."
Elwin would occasionally soar to great heights of com-
plexity. Sometimes the import of that statement escapes me.
"Now here's the point I think you'd be wantin' to hear,"
he continued. "Old Dar was a man of strong will, and when he
wanted somethin' he got it." He looked at me through dull
narrow eyes as he feigned a kind of wisdom, for when he had
a good story he had a captivated audience and he knew it. "Well
he don't take kindly to the hangin', I'll tell ya." He stood up
impatiently. "Dar wasn't buried far from here." He pointed off
into the green valley than ran toward home. "Now some nights
he wanders through the valley. His ghost's walkin' about, by
Jesus, and he's lookin' fer his head. I seen 'im a few times
already, head chopped clean off at the shoulders."
The valley he pointed to was the very same through which
Laura walked to get to town, and the same one I used when I
followed. Something inside me started when I saw the connec-
tion, when I saw how murderers, headless men and jealous
husbands all twine and tangle together in the minds of simple
folk. This is how a story forms, and it is nothing less to them
than reality.
It was a privilege walking among the dim dusty lives of
these people while not wearing the same "spectacles," seeing
what they did not see, seeing through what they saw. But what
fascinated me most was that here was a story, conceived in
ignorance, nurtured on stupidity, and I was allowed to see it
grow.
He stood up with a wild look in his cold grey eyes and
stared hard at me until I have to admit I was a bit frightened.
"The ghost of Dar is walkin' about," he said in a raspy
whisper. "It's a cruel vengeful ghost and it ain't gonna rest til
it gets somebody. Watch out fer it," he continued, more frighten-
ing in his mad way, his eyes more piercing. "Watch out Mr.
Hamilton. You ain't a bad man." And with that he turned and
hobbled quickly into the house.
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I could not help chuckling to myself as I left, knowing that
the headless man and myself were the same, and so I had nothing
to fear. But Elwin was always a good story teller, and he handled
this one superbly. It is not without a slight chill that I recall
the cold strangeness in his eyes.
When I got home, I jotted down the story in my notebook.
Laura acted aloof, and despite my efforts to get at the nature
of her discontentment, she remained closed. I watched through
the leaded panes as she moped about the garden. I spied through
the door window as she sat holding a wilted lilac. There was
beauty in her brooding, in her solitude, and I knew that some-
thing complex was happening in her mind. That complexity, that
seriousness, that seeming awareness of the unpleasantness of
things irreconciliable attracted me.
I saw her coming slowly up the walk, her hair swaying
slowly as in a dream as she looked down at the ground. I startled
her as she entered.
"You're still firm in your secrecy?"
"No," she answered softly.
"What is it then?"
"Old Mrs. Miller." I knew that was a lie. "She's going to
die soon, I'm sure of it."
"Oh?" I answered skeptically. "How long has the old girl?"
"A week."
"That's all?"
"That's why I'm going to see her tonight." She paused. "I
won't be seeing her again, I guess."
"Well if she has a week, why then are you seeing her only
once, and so long before the grand departing."
"I have better things to do than watch old ladies die."
"What have you better to do?"
"I have to live. I have to be happy. I have to have some
kind of life. Time slips away so fast." She said the words with
a bitterness I had never seen in her before.
"One more time?"
"One."
She turned slowly, awkwardly, leaving the room, several
hours later the house.
I lit a cigarette, mixed a drink, turned the lights down low.
Dusk had fallen and a grey twilight lay about the trees. It v^as
peaceful—the bird's songs beginning to die, the night air crying
mournfully in the trees, the plaintive wail of a train whistle
way off in Bloomville. And they all sparked within my mind
the thought of far away places, of uncommon romantic love, of
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mystery and beauty somewhere, somewhere, but so damned far
off that all a man could do was drink his drink and dream.
Peace, everything said. Peace, the sounds of the night cried out
in unison. Peace said all the world.
Peace, but the loneliness and unrest of peace. For there was
a ghost crawling in my stomach, that same ghost perhaps that
made old Darwin get up and walk, a ghost that couldn't let
things be.
THE night cleared and brightened, and through the window I
could see clearly. The moon spilled a bleak silver light about,
cold as steel, and I had to rise and go outdoors. The beauty of
the night was stunning. Huge trees like ghosts now guilded in
the moonlight swayed gently. Unadorned beauty, natural beauty
is most beautiful, but it is transient. Not paintings, pictures or
poems, but only to an extent memory can capture it. It is perfect,
undistorted, and of course dying, always dying.
I left the house and walked toward town, unconscious of
past or future, knowing only the immediate present. I heard
footsteps not far off, and I hid thinking it would be Laura on
her way home early. I watched from behind an old stone fence
as her figure appeared, darkly dressed, walking slowly across
the opposite end of a clearing. She carried the lantern but its
light was out. She seemed at peace as near as I could tell, her
pace unhurried, her head upright as if she were breathing in
the_ beauty of the night. As she neared, the moonlight on her
delicate face showed the faintest hint of a smile. Her eyes seemed
as big and round as the moon itself, only dark and deep, mysteri-
ous. She looked like some fairy queen of the woods, and indeed
I think she was.
I changed my position and she must have heard me, for she
stopped and looked over the short grass toward me. Then she
turned and walked rapidly away, never glancing over her
shoulder.
When she reached the edge of the woods, I followed her. She
dropped the lantern, began to run as I followed faster, still not
sure what drove me after her. When the woods broke into field
again I had nearly caught her. She was panting heavily, running
awkwardly, stumbling and losing balance. She lay perfectly still
in front of me. She may have been conscious but her head was
buried in the grass, her thin frail body trembled and heaved.
Seeing her helpless I recognized a feeling of possessiveness in
myself. Seeing her smooth white legs, her dress in disarray, her
tender thighs wet from dew, I covered my face with my jacket,
leaving a small hole for vision, and I undressed her. She gave
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no resistance except that she refused to cooperate, and shortly
she was naked under the moonlight, shivering in the cold air. As
I bent down toward her she looked up with a vague terror in
her half closed eyes, but did not scream and exhibited only
minimal struggling and wimpering. I loved her then with more
passion and violence than I ever had loved her before.
When I got up she lay still and I was going to leave before
she became conscious and discovered her ravisher, but I noticed
blood on my hands. Under the middle of her back was a sharp
rock which must have damaged her spinal column. I shook her
but her head rolled from one side to the other like a rag doll's.
Her eyes and mouth were open, and I guessed she was dead.
I was not shocked, although I was sad. I think now that
death was what I had in mind for her all along. The desire, the
passion were just stepping stones.
Laura and I had always been close, and I found it possible
to feel that a breach was in no way created. Indeed, our last act
together brought us as close as we had ever been.
Despite the coroner's report of rape, and the small investiga-
tion that followed, the story which like a mushroom growing in
the primeval cave of the Bloomville mentality, sprouted and took
form in a matter of weeks was that the ghost of Darwin had
killed her. And while many people in Bloomville were I'm sure
unhappy with such an explanation, they never troubled me for
more information.
I attended the funeral in the Methodist Church where I
felt very uncomfortable. The dull eyes of Bloomville were on
me. But the music was soothing, the windows colorful and
appealing. I almost wished it had been a Catholic church—they
go in for music and colors much more than Methodists do. And
when the service was over I felt strongly like making the sign
of the cross on myself, and I did it too, just for tradition's sake.
It was all very comforting.
I dug a hole in the back yard, mostly by myself but with
some help from Elwin Dingman, the only one who would venture
near that evil abode. When we returned the earth to its proper
place, Elwin stood silent and I expected him to shortly begin
grumbling in his incoherent way about how it was all my fault
for not keeping her home as I should have. But he didn't. He
looked at the fresh dirt and muttered, "Laura Hamilton. A good
woman."
Laura's habit since that incident has been not to exhibit
the reticence I expected, although I must qualify that statement
in order not to imply something supernatural. It is simply that
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she lingers in my mind as nothing else has, as no one else could.
Her presence is somehow substantiated by that white stone,
visible through the dining room window. And it is not without
a bit of sadness that I look on it, its firm existence somehow
out of step, a precious relic of the past not properly assimilated
into the thin veneer of present reality, and not sufficiently remote
to remove memory.
Yes, she lives in that stone as well as in my mind. But
someday I'll add more life to her. I'll weave a subtle story about
her life, better than anything the locals have made up—and their
practice exceeds mine. It won't be true of course, but it will be
touching, and there will be a grain of truth to it. There is some-
thing real in that.
Second Wish
FRANCES HALL
You ask for long life if you want it
—
staying into what future the brambled world may have
;
but I'll wish backward into time before I was,
enjoying the tidiness of history already vacuumed,
the neatness of decades nicknamed and appraised.
I'll laugh in sunlight with people
who now are solemn syllables on monuments.
I'll walk in proud cities by wars made lately humble
and know the fragrances of legendary gardens
long since gone down to rubbled stone.
No, wait! I'll come instead with you
and be where the future uses times well loved.
I'll see the monuments with present heroes speaking
bold on borrowed pedestals and weigh their promises
;
watch hopeful faces listening to older languages
brimmed up with new ideas.
Later, we'll walk together in this windy present
to talk about how each lives larger
reaching forward, reaching backward
with past and future, like twin fire opals
glowing on his hand.
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Henry Jameses Governess —
Again
EILEEN Z. COHEN
TWENTIETH century critics have often been ungenerous or
condescending to Henry James's governess. The lines seem
drawn most consistently on the issues of her sanity and/or her
virtue. Edmund Wilson, surely the most provocative and pug-
nacious of these critics, found her neurotic since she, of course, is
the only one who sees the ghosts. It is a neurosis that results
from sexual repression. She also has symptoms of schizophrenia,
since she cannot distinguish between herself and Miss Jessel.
Further, she transfers her love of the Master to Miles. Her in-
ability to admit natural sexual impulses and her desire for power
over her inferiors lead her into varying degrees of corruption
—
evasiveness, lying, and ultimately the manipulation of her two
young charges. She is, as Wilson tells us—and he sees it as a
common theme in James—"the thwarted Anglo-Saxon spinister."
In his first comment on The Turn of the Screw, Wilson declared
that James was unaware of the psychological problems of his
governess—perhaps suggesting that neither the governess nor
Henry James could confront private Freudian dilemmas; only
Edmund Wilson could.^ (In a 1959 addition to his original essay,
Wilson did allow that James was aware of his governess's
delusions.) 2
Even some thirty years after Wilson's first pronouncements.
The Turn of the Screw was still in the grip of psychological
criticism; but now James himself was viewed as a knowing
Freudian. Indeed, Oscar Cargill suggested that James must have
seen an early publication in 1895 by Drs. Breuer and Freud
a paper that dealt with the case of Miss Lucy R. Actually,
1 Edmund Wilson, "The Ambiguity of Henry James," Hound and Horn, VII
(April-June, 1934), 385-406.
2 Gerald Wlllen, ed., A Casebook on Henry James' "Turn of the Screw" (New
York, 1960), p. 153.
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according to the biographical critics, the governess is James's
own sister, Alice, who suffered from hysteria and was also a
pathological liar. Having made this startling discovery, Cargill
calls the governess "mad" and writes disparagingly of her hav-
ing accepted the post at Bly—"her susceptibility to masculine
charm is such that she pushes aside her fears to go as a result
of her effortless conquest by the master." (One wonders about
the critic's own psyche when he describes the governess's falling
in love in terms of disease—she is "susceptible"—and in terms of
battle—she is a "conquest."^ If her infatuation with the Master
after only one interview "must be taken as a sign of "suscepti-
bility [there is that word again] or abnormality," what shall we
do with all those splendid Shakespearean lovers who fall in love
at first sight?
What strikes one most about these Freudian critics is that
they are so unsympathetic. If they are right and if the woman
is as sick as they say she is, surely some tenderness and sensitiv-
ity to her plight are warranted. Further, they extend to Henry
James their own callousness. Neither one of these critics—and
they are representative of a type—considers the rather fascinat-
ing details of the governess's life, both before and after Bly, nor
the anguish of her dilemma—whatever one sees her conflict to be.
There is at the other extreme, the group of critics who do
not read the work in terms of dark, base, repressed drives, but
rather in terms of an allegorical struggle between good and evil.
Again, but in a very different way, the character and her situa-
tion are not seen in fully human dimensions. (Before we saw only
her repressions, her unconscious deeds laid bare. Now she ceases
to be human in quite another way. She is a guardian angel
and the protector of the children from the devil. The Master is
indifferent to evil, and the governess must thus save them.^ Or
she has a priestly function. She is a would-be redeemer who
loves children beyond all thought of herself .^ But she is not a
human laeing, and in its way, this kind of criticism is as uncon-
scious of her humanness as the other.
Perhaps these critics have been conditioned to think about
women in limited and stereotyped ways, and this conditioning
has influenced the way in which they see the governess. They
have cast her in one or another kind of conventional woman's
role, instead of as a character whose author was aware of the
3 Oscar Cargill, "Henry James as Freudian Pioneer," Chicago Keview, X (Summer,
1956), 13-29.
4 Nathan Bryllion Fagan, "Another Reading of The Turn of the Screw," Modem
Language Notes, LVI (March, 1941), 196-202.
5 Robert Heilman, "The Turn of the Screw as Poem," The University of Kansas
City Keview. XIV (Summer, 1948). 277-289.
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paradoxes that those conventionalized roles create. Whatever
else the governess may be, she, like Miles and Flora, is a victim
of what has happened at Bly and must be seen in that light.
We know that James normally did write about psychological,
moral, and aesthetic issues, and that these are always tied to
their social implications. In commenting on James's American
woman, Leon Edel says that "James studied her with a mixture
of affection, awe, and profound mistrust ... he is concerned
with the American male's tendency to idealize womanhood,
glorify children, and to abdicate all human and civilized respon-
sibility to the wife."6 The critic is here not discussing The Turn
of the Screw, but much that he attributes to the social awareness
of the tales of James's middle period is applicable.
James himself, in the New York Preface, refers to his
governess as engaged in her labyrinth, in relation to her own
nature. "We have surely as much of her own nature as we can
swallow in watching it reflect her anxieties and inductions. It
constitutes no little of a character indeed, in such conditions, for
a young person, as she says, 'privately bred,' that she is able to
make her particular credible statement of such strange matters.
She has 'authority,' which is a good deal to have given her, and I
couldn't have arrived at so much had I clumsily tried for more."
All of this is by way of suggesting that James is dealing
with the governess's nocture, and he does so with full knowledge
that the role of the governess is in conflict with what she is like
as a person. He has presented this dilemma elsewhere—in Por-
trait of a Lady, for instance—and seems to be doing it here. The
governess is the victim of social evil—as well as of other kinds.
It may be that Henry James was more aware of and sensitive
to the status of women in society than critics and readers of a
later age have been. Perhaps the governess is the victim of sexual
politics, and though she may not know it, James does.
THE role of a governess in the nineteenth century was an
ambiguous and unfortunate one. She was more than just
an interesting literary stereotype. In mid-century there were
25,000 such in England, all seeking survival "in genteel secur-
ity."'^ The governess had little social position and no financial
stability. Her plight became a concern of society and to help
her a Governesses' Benevolent Institution was established.
Harriet Martineau, in the English Woman's Journal, mounted
6 Leon Edel, "The Tales," Henry Jam«s, a Collection of Critical Essays (Engle-
wood Cliffs, 1963). p. 176.
7 M. Jeanne Peterson, "The Victorian Governess: Status Incongruence in Family
and Society," Suffer and Be Still, ed. Martha Vicinus (Bloomington, 1972), p. 4.
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a crusade calling for other acceptable jobs for women, thus help-
ing to alleviate the number of governesses in the job market.^
There were even more subtle problems for the governess
who was employed. In prosperous middle-class Victorian society,
it was felt that the woman who worked gave up her social class.
Thus, a real lady was leisured, surrounded by family, not beset
by pressing financial problems. If a woman from this class were
to find herself without family and money, she could without
loss of status become a governess. Though she was earning
money, she was in the home and she "was doing something she
might have done as a wife under better circumstances."^ But
she was still an outsider. "She was not a relation, not a mistress,
not a servant—^but something made up of all. No one knows
exactly how to treat her."i*^ Thus on the one hand, the position
of governess was not considered working for a living; on the
other hand, paid employment did lower a lady in society. Because
of her paid situation, the failure of her own middle-class protec-
tion was constantly apparent, especially since she, herself, had
been educated to be leisured. And the reaction to such a situation
was ambiguous. For example, with whom should she take her
meals—family or servants? Because she had been reared with
the same values as her employers, she was often uncertain as
to how to behave. Thus the confusion about her was felt by the
family that employed her and was reflected in her own self
esteem: either to pity her own poor lot or to be proud and
arrogant, or to minimize the employer-employee relationship.
Harriet Martineau was probably right when she commented that
govenesses formed a significant occupational group in insane
asylums.ii
The fact and the myth of women are especially well deline-
ated in a great Victorian debate. Its chief public contenders were
John Stuart Mill in The Subjection of Women and John Ruskin
in Sesame and Lilies, works which James surely knew. It was
Mill who stated the socio-political situation realistically and
factually, but it was Ruskin who gave insights into "the official
Victorian attitude." In Ruskin, Nature defined the role of mid-
dle and upper-class women—a nature that delineated certain
temperaments. For Mill, social conditioning and education deter-
mined temperament, "an education of sentiments rather than of
the understanding," but for Ruskin the same educational system
8 Peterson, p. 17.
9 Peterson, p. 6.
10 Elizabeth Missing Sewell, Principles of Education, drawn from nature and
revelation, and applied to female education in the upper classes (London, 1865),.
II, 240—quoted in Peterson, pp. 9-10.
11 Peterson, p. 13.
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made women wise, "not for self development, but for self
renunciation." Ruskin loved the notion of feminine self-sacrifice;
women are the salvation of the world. Mill called it "wasteful
and tasteless." It produced "false altruism." Ruskin, in this work
on woman's role in society, informs his audience that a woman's
task is to serve men and her family by "womanly guidance," to
be an influence for good. She should not think in terms of self-
development, but rather of self-abnegation.^^
James's governess tells us when she comments on Flora
and Miles whispering in corners, "I had had brothers myself,
and it was no revelation to me that little girls could be slavish
idolators of little boys." All well and good if one's brother is
ideal, but what if he is a little corrupt around the edges ? And if
he is not, will not this attitude in his sister make him so ?
Perhaps when Henry James refers to the labyrinth of his
governess's own nature, he is considering the tensions that result
from what she is, that is, her literal situation, and the "role" of
governess that she has been conditioned to. If she had seen
herself as very young, inexperienced, and vulnerable, for example,
instead of as protector and martyr ; if she had seen herself apart
from her role, she might also have seen the children apart from
theirs. If she were not the protector of the home, then perhaps
she could see the children more realistically and less idealistically.
James writes about that stress and thereby suggests the forces
that make for her vulnerability.
James often uses the device of the narrator. In this work,
we have three : the author who assures us that he has set down
the facts from an "exact" transcript; Douglas, who has gone
to great pains to send for the transcript itself ; and the governess
who tells of the events. Not only does James distance us from
his tale by placing the frame around it, but he also imposes the
notion of social responsibility expressed by means of the aesthe-
tic. For example, by so blurring the lines between artist and
creation, author and character, he has suggested that he does
have a relationship with and an awareness of the fates of his
characters. For James, the aesthetic is tied to the moral and the
triple role of narrator is used here to present the full range of
possibilities concerning the discrepancies between the appearance
of truth and the truth itself. In this work, if we doubt the reli-
ability of the governess's account of events, we can always turn
to Douglas. If we find the affection that he had for the governess
has blinded him to her true personality, we can still look to a
12 Kate Millet, "The Debate over Women: Ruskin vs. Mill" Suffer and Be Still,
ed. Martha Vicinus (Bloomington, 1972). pp. 121-140.
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third teller of the tale. And in back of it all of course is the
real Henry James.
AS THE story opens, we find that Douglas is going to tell a
a story so "horrible," that no one has ever heard it but
him. The narrator of the frame says that Douglas is prepared
to tell his story "with quiet art." "It's beyond ever3d:hing," the
narrator asks, "for sheer terror?" And then he comments that
Douglas "seemed to say it wasn't so simple as that; to be really
at a loss how to qualify it." For "dreadfulness," he decides. One
of the women who is part of the group finds this "delicious,"
and she wishes to make this story a romantic one. But Douglas
refuses to allow that, since he must say even before the gov-
erness's tale begins that once she accepted the post she never
saw the Master again. Further, these women will not stay to hear
the governess's account.
On two levels, then, James dismisses the romanticized
version of the governess who will marry the lord of the manor
—
first, by Douglas who began to read "with a fine clearness that
was like a rendering to the ear of the beauty of his author's
hand:" (Frame) and, second, by James himself, who will not
allow those who have been socially conditioned into the notions
of the Victorian governess to hear it. They are literally sent
away. When Douglas chooses to wait for the governess's manu-
script in spite of the urging of the company, who "reproach"
him and resent postponement, it is only the artist-narrator who
is charmed by Douglas' scruples.
But Douglas does give some introductory material. He knew
the governess from his late adolescence. He was at Trinity when
she was his sister's governess. She was ten years older than he.
One of the things that strikes the reader is the similarity between
the Douglas household and the Flora-Miles relationship. The
governess later in her career is in a house where there is a son
away at school and a daughter in her charge. But this son is
not guilty of unnamed crimes, he is not dismissed from school,
and all of them are older. The governess was clever and nice and
charming, and Douglas remembers that time of his life as a
beautiful one.
After this short account of this pleasurable time in which
Douglas was half in love with her, the artist-narrator realizes
that she had only told the story to one person because she had
been in love. Whether he has in mind with Douglas, specifically,
or with someone associated with the adventure itself, Douglas
takes it as the latter. Again, two levels emerge. One suggests
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the parallel between the Bly story and the one that Douglas
lived. At Bly, we have Miles, the charmer, idealized by the
governess, who is here because she has fallen in love with the
Master. We also have the situation in the Douglas household,
but certainly Douglas does not remember the governess in any
but the most decorous way. The reader surely must see the
governess in both situations; if she is corrupt at twenty when
she goes to Bly, surely none of that remains when she meets
Douglas (who is no longer a child and who obviously loves her).
Perhaps being suggested too is the fact that the governess does
not play on his affections as the Master had played on hers. She
had been about the same age as Douglas when she had gone to
Bly.
Douglas, the next night, gives "a few words of prologue."
We are made aware of her extreme youth, her inexperience and
gentility. She is the youngest daughter of a "poor country par-
son," and as Douglas puts it, full of "trepidation." The Master
is also described: a gentleman, a bachelor in the prime of life.
James encourages us to romanticize as we are told that the
governess faces "a figure as had never risen, save in a dream
or an old novel . . . One could easily fix his type ; it never, happily,
dies out." (Frame)
We are immediately aware of James's irony as he continues
to describe the gentleman's "expensive habits" and "charming
ways with women," along with that big house filled with the
spoils of travel and the trophies of the chase. The Master presents
his situation to her; she will be doing him a favor if only she
will accept. He has done all he can for the children, sent them
down to the country for their own good, gotten the best people
to look after them (and thoroughly washed his hands of them).
He is not honest with the governess in his attitudes towards the
children nor in setting forth the details of Miss Jessel's death.
Indeed, the author-narrator says that had he been Miss Jessel's
successor, he would have wanted to know the dangers of the
post. The upshot of the interview is that a twenty year old
woman is given "supreme authority." (Frame) (We might
remember that in The New York Preface James had given her
" 'authority' which is a good deal to have given her.") The
prime condition of employment is that she never bother him.
He had, of course, had some difficulty engaging a governess
because of this stipulation, but this "young, untried, nervous"
woman accepts. She is thanked and feels rewarded for her "sac-
rifice."
After the second interview, she never sees the Master
again. When we have finished the whole tale, we do know for
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ourselves that this is not a love story; rather, it is one of total
indifference, both to the governess and to the children.
If v^e see this frame as part of the story, we are conscious
of the conflict between the governess's nature—young vulner-
able, and inexperienced—and the role society expects of a gov-
erness: that she sacrifice herself, that she be uncomplaining,
that she be guardian to the children. The Master, too, emerges
in a double way: dashing, romantic, and charming, but also
careless, exploitive, and indifferent. The children are his respon-
sibility; yet he denies all contact with them. In Sexual Politics,
Kate Millet could well have been talking specifically about this
relationship when she said, "It was a Victorian habit, for
example, to insist the female assume the function of serving as
the male conscience and living the life of goodness he found
tedious but felt someone ought to do anyway."^^
James has given us two characters whose own natures and
situations run counter to the roles that society would have them
play. For the young woman, self-sacrifice is not only unwise
(because she is surely being used by the Master), but it is
impossible. How can she have "supreme authority" in a house
that is not hers, over children that are not hers, and at a time
in her life when she is unaware of her capacities? She neither
knows the household nor the children. The conflict arises from
what she is, as opposed to the expectations for her as the martyr
and the T3rotector, as an "expiatory victim" to "save" the chil-
dren. (VI) She is also on a mission of heroism, an admirable
and difficult service in which she might succeed where others
would fail. (VI) If she had seen the Master as he was, rather
than in the role of charming bachelor who is not expected to
know or care about children, she would not have taken the post.
I
THINK that James is presenting these conflicts in the work.
The fantasy of the governess rising out of her station through
marriage to the master is a theme in the literature of the period,
though it rarely happened in life. James wants us aware of the
anguish that results from confusing that kind of sentimentality
with life itself. The governess's own account of events further
indicates the tensions. James suggests that one cannot survive
in a world where roles are imposed. Here is a woman who reads
fiction and applies it to Bly. She feels that she is being treated
as its mistress. (I) She wonders if there is a secret here, an
insane relative in the attic or some mystery of Udolpho. (IV)
This house is a castle out of a fairy book, or a dream, or a great
13 Kate Millet, Sexual Politics (New York. 1»69), p. 37.
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drifting ship and she is at the helm. (I) Ruskin's education of
sentiments prevails for her and seems to motivate much of her
behavior. The conception of the governess as mistress of the
manor "almost v^^ith a sense of property that amused and flat-
tered" her (III), instead of merely as an employee, surely cre-
ates conflict—especially as James early describes Bly from her
point of view^ in images of unspoiled innocence, only to become
tainted v^ith ghosts and evil. I do not mean to suggest that the
ghosts are symbols of knowledge of evil; I do mean that James
is suggesting that Bly so idealized can only go sour.
The governess idealizes the children too: they are little
darlings. She sees Flora as angelic and beautiful, and both chil-
dren as her own. (I;X) This distortion of reality is necessary
in order to believe herself a martyr. As for Miles, she is "dazzled
by his loveliness." (IV) He is "beautiful," "something divine,"
with a light about him. She excuses his behavior with a boys-
will-be-boys attitude. He must have all the "rights of his sex
and situation." (XII) If she could have seen him as his school
master did, then she would have handled his dismissal in realis-
tic rather than moralistic terms.
She is unsure of herself as well. Miles is too clever for a
"bad governess, for a parson's daughter, to spoil." (IX) Thus,
we notice her divided sensibilities; she is bad; she is inferior;
yet she is the one with the responsibilty of authority. And again,
their days are spent on music and theatricals, and the children
are always sweet. If there is any intrusion, it is her own "coarse-
ness." (IX) But she also says of herself that she was for them
"some remarkable person or thing that the game of the moment
required and that was merely thanks to [her] superior, exalted
stamp, a happy and highly distinguished sinecure." (VI)
I do not know whether or not the ghosts the governess sees
are "real" ghosts. The governess herself says that Mrs. Grose
sees nothing, and "nobody in the house but the governess was
in the governess's plight." (VI) I do know, however, that there
are destructive forces at Bly. If Quint and Miss Jessel do have
an external existence, the governess cannot cope with it. Her
idealizations of her role and the children's keep her from any
positive action, such as writing to the Master about Miles's dis-
missal, for example.
If the ghosts exist only for her, and if she and Miss Jessel
are psychological sisters. Miss Jessel has emerged precisely
because of the conflicts within the governess. It may be that Miss
Jessel is that part of the governess that cannot act the role
assigned to her. Miss Jessel has had a love affair with a man
who wears the Master's clothes, her devotion to the children
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was not total, she was not "respectable/* and she must indeed
be horrifying to the governess. In either case, the spirits that
bedevil Bly and its inhabitants are real. In either case, the situa-
tion is intolerable because of the elements that result from the
governess's conventional role. She must be certain things to
certain people—martyr to the Master; mother to the children;
authority in the house, and she is ill-prepared psychologically to
cope with the fact that she is not, nor should want to be, any
of them.
As for the governess when she looks back on Bly after it
is long past, she says "I have not seen iBly since the day I left
it, and I dare say that to my present older and more informed
eyes it would show a very reduced importance." (I) The woman
that Douglas loved and talks about is realistic about Bly. James
suggests a person who has apparently reconciled herself to her
own nature. And she seemingly now knows that being a governess
is a way to earn a living. In her second post, there have been no
expectations that she could not fulfill, and Douglas tells us of
a warm, gracious woman. The Master, for his part, appalling as
it seems, never abandons his aloof, indifferent attitude. He does
not deign to question a governess who has been unable to act
her role. He never inquires about what happened at Bly or about
the governess herself.
Thus, James's device of the double narrator conveys nuances
which critics of this tale have subsequently chosen to ignore.
Henry James knew what John Stuart Mill referred to, and he
knew that his governess could survive only if she discarded her
sentimental view of herself. John Ruskin's lilies do not survive.
The Folksinger
DAVID M. RUETSCHLIN
She held her guitar as if
it were her swampfighting
rifle and I sat back to
feel leather wings fold
across my face, like
years ago in church when
stained glassred light
fell on my hands and




IN his social relations class at Washington Memorial High that
day, Cory reported on the functioning of interest groups in
American politics. "In every research book I read on this," he
said. "I found interest groups described as "significant function-
al elements of the system, which induce Congress and govern-
mental agencies to make decisions for the on-going democracy."
He paused, standing by the side of his desk. "But look out the
window at the society and the theory breaks apart. "We have
interest groups—look at the minority ethnic groups, or the
people who want clean air—but they can't do anything because
they don't have money. And look at the results. There are a few
placative decisions on these problems but no solutions. And you
could probably name fifty more groups without power."
Mr. Ward interrupted him : "Cory, you think this theory on
interest groups is wrong?"
"Inadequate," he had said. "It glosses over power."
"Then can you suggest a theory? If you criticize you must
have an alternative to offer."
"I don't see why I need an alternative theory. In the society
nothing gets accom . . ." And he stopped.
He saw on Mr. Ward's face that same look he had seen so
often in recent weeks. Mrs. Gardner, his physics teacher. Profes-
sor Carson, his piano teacher, his parents—^they all looked at
him when he spoke as though his words were incomprehensible.
And as he had done often in recent weeks, he simply stopped talk-
ing and sat down.
Afterwards Mr. Ward scolded him briefly. "Cory, you've
got to accept criticism as well as give it. You're a fine looking,
intelligent boy with a lot to offer, but . . ." Cory stood silently.
He did not try to explain that he bore no grudge against Mr.
Ward. He simply listened politely until Mr. Ward finished, and
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then he walked out of the room.
When Cory came home the house was empty. He put his
books on the stairs and crossed the living room to the piano. He
pulled out the bench and looked up on the stand. There were three
opened letters addressed to him. He picked them up and looked
at the returns : Yale College, Harvard College, Princeton Univer-
sity. His father had opened them at lunch.
He got up from the bench, put the letters on his school-
books, and took the pile to his room. He walked more slowly
than his light legs could walk. When he reached his room he
stopped and looked down the hall to the mirror. He was a strange
sight—longish reddish hair, dark face in the shadow of the hall—but he did not pause long to look. He went into his room and
locked the door.
At his desk he put the notes he had taken for his talk into
the file cabinet he kept for all his work. Then he checked his
school assignments: volumes of elliptical solids, two Spanish
stories for fourth-year class, Chaucer, and rocket thrust accele-
ration. Nothing interested him and he put his books away. With
a small key he unlocked his private drawer and took out his
lined music paper. With a new, rapt expression he read through
what he had already written. Then he began to work again on
his new composition.
His greatest joy in music recently had been his own pieces
that he composed on the score or improvised without writing at
the piano. He knew that the concert was coming, knew how long
his mother had worked to get the invitation, knew that he had
to practice, but still the idea of it left him cold. He didn't want
to wade through Tschaikovsky and Czerny for the symphony;
he wanted to work on his own piece.
For an hour he concentrated in peace. Then he heard the
door open downstairs. His father came up without even taking
off his coat. "Cory, congratulations," George Bingham shouted
through the door.
Cory could imagine his father's anxious eyes, but he said
nothing.
"Listen, I'm sorry about opening your mail," his father said.
"I was so sure you'd be admitted—^they couldn't have turned
you down."
Cory put away his music in his desk compartment. Three
months ago he would have been furious about the letters and
would not have spoken to his parents for days. Now he felt
sorry for his father's enthusiasm. "It's all right, dad," he said.
"I know how you feel." But the door stayed locked so he would
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not have to look at his father's face.
"Your mother called at the office to say she'd be late. She
wanted me to remind you to do some practicing for next week.
The rehearsal is Sunday, you know, that's only five days."
"I'm studying," Cory said. "I've got assignments in every
class." He listened for his father's fading steps on the carpet
on the stairs. But his quiet had been broken, and he could not
return to his music. Instead he took out his deck of playing
cards and laid out seven cards for solitaire. He played through
the cards remaining in his hand once, one at a time, trying to
get out the aces on which to build. At the end of the game he
calculated, using ten cards out as a measure, how much money
he had lost. Five dollars per card played, fifty dollars paid for
for the deck. He entered a loss of fifteen dollars in a small
book. (Before dinner he played seventeen games and lost money
eleven times. He added these new games to all the others he
had played in the last two months: overall he had lost $1020.
YOU'VE got to work right up to the end," George Bingham
said at dinner, Cory's mother worked at the counter and
brought the food while the men sat. "Colleges want to see things
carried through."
"You can relax, dad, I'm not letting down." Cory picked at
the plate his mother had set down. Except in English in which
they were studying Chaucer, Cory had all A's. In Spanish and
physics it was more because Mr. Morito and Mr. Crump expected
it of him than that he had earned it.
"Your letters said you must let them know in two weeks,"
his father said. "And you still have Williams on the hook, too.
It's not a very easy choice to make."
Cory knew his father loved Princeton and he knew it would
make his father happy to hear that, at that moment, he would
have taken Princeton. But he couldn't bring himself to say
anything. He would have chosen it because it was closer to his
home town and he didn't want to move very far; it had no
riots or demonstrations, and its athletic teams were generally
all that made the newspapers; he could be lost in its size. His
father would not have listened to the reasons, and Cory could
not stand false happiness.
FROM the age of fourteen, Cory had maintained a fanatic
discipline at the piano, often playing up to six hours a day
the hardest exercises, the most difficult Schumann, Scarlatti,
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and Liszt. He never permitted himself mistakes, even in the
drills, and the praises of the critics only made him more deter-
mined. They called his style "astonishing" and said that, for his
age, he possessed an unnatural sensitivity to timing and balance.
But now after dinner, as he ran over his solos for the
concert, he felt oppressed by the ritual of what he did. His
reaction was not spontaneous, and when he made a mistake, he
let it slide rather than go back. The weaker sections did not
worry him at all, and he scarcely listened to his mother's calls
of criticism from the kitchen. When his father came in with
the evening paper under his arm, Cory stopped in the middle of
a movement.
"You don't have to stop for me," his father called.
Once his father would never have said that. When Cory
had been twelve and showing an inclination to play the piano,
his father had discouraged him. His father had understood
nothing of piano teachers or conductors or orchestras. But later,
with the recognition, his father had begun to admire his son.
"I'm not stopping for you," Cory said. *I don't like that
piece."
His father settled into his chair and folded out the news-
paper.
Corey hesitated a moment and then began to play Beetho-
ven, who, among the classics, was his only remaining favorite.
For a moment the music flowed easily, and Corey caught him-
self in it. He felt the freedom of his old life when all the walls
of the world had disintegrated, and he was swept away by the
tide of the music.
Then his eye fixed upon a picture on the back of his
father's newspaper, and he was pulled away from his music.
In the center of some freeway somewhere a car had jumped
the guardrail and had crashed head-on into a truck carrying
giant cement pipes. The picture showed the smashed car and
the broken pipes.
He got up and went out. In the hall he nearly ran into his
mother who was coming in after the dishes. "Finished so soon ?"
she asked.
"I have to get a paper done for English class," he said.
In his room, Cory lay on the bed, looking up at the swirl-
ing stucco ceiling. He thought of those huge broken cement
pipes strewn over the highway, and how they would have been
part of some monstrous drainage project for miles and miles.
Somewhere a factory made hundreds more of them, and another
shipment would be sent. The broken ones, the truck, the car,
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and even the lives lost were insured. Someone would be paid by
a computer check, and in a short time the accident itself would
be forgotten.
He got up from his bed and went to his desk to play solitaire.
He played twenty-three games before he went to bed, and in his
sleep he dreamed of the numbers on the cards.
THE next day in school the guidance supervisor, Mr. Dierker,
congratulated Cory on his new admissions.
"You've certainly lived up to your teachers' expectations,"
he said in a warm tone. On the desk before him lay Cory's
folder and he made the notations in it, after Cory's national test
scores, teachers' ratings, and grades.
"Maybe their expectations have put me where I am," Corey
said.
Mr, Dierker finished writing and looked up. "We can talk
about your choice of school anytime you want," he said.
Cory got up. "I haven't made up my mind yet," he said,
"but I'll let you know if I need help."
That afternoon, Cory astounded his Spanish instructor,
Mr. Morito, by arguing that the Catholic religion was responsible
for the poverty of Latin America and Spain. He looked at Mr.
Morito as he spoke. "Despite their reputed simplicity and happi-
ness," Cory said, "these people are largely peasants who know
nothing of their own exploitation. The only way to rise in these
societies is to join either the army or the church."
"There are no countries more sincerely religious," Mr. Mo-
rito said. "The people I met in Segovia were the most contented
I have ever met."
Cory lowered his mouth in surprise. "Sincerity is not in
question. There is no choice to be sincere when, from the cradle,
people are taught that they have no control in the present over
their own lives."
Mr. Morito's face shaded, his eyes narrowed. "And, Mr.
Bingham, do you believe?"
The class looked from Mr. Morito to Cory and back again.
Mr. Morito had transgressed the unwritten rule against testing
a student on his personal beliefs. For a moment Cory thought
deeply about the question, and just as he was about to answer,
Mr. Morito awkwardly changed the subject and called on another
member of the class.
After class, Mr. Morito apologized. "Mine was not a proper
question, Cory, but you must recognize . . ." Cory could not
bring himself to tell Mr. Morito that he did believe in some in-
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explicable way of his own. He thought that every man needed
to determine a god with his own intellect, and the process was
a long and torturous one lasting a whole lifetime. He himself
could scarcely begin to explain what he meant. But Cory stood,
simply looking at Mr. Morito until he finished speaking.
"C^OR the week following his admissions and his victory in
A Spanish class, (as the other students called it), Cory became
Washington Mem's anti-hero. His strange self-discipline and
industry no longer made him seem a precocious recluse. Other
students suddenly realized the seriousness of life which Cory
had not only known about since an early age, but which he had
practiced as well. They saw their parties and drunks and baseball
games as passing events with infinitesimal effect. Cory had
worked hard at his school and in his music, and he had suc-
ceeded where they had not even perceived something to work
toward. Everywhere the students spoke to him, congratulated
him, and asked him what he had decided to do.
Although this adulation surprised Cory more for its hypoc-
crisy than for its intensity, he nevertheless delighted in it. He
had never before known acceptance among peers. On the one
hand, he felt some duty to them to make the choices commen-
surate with his new prestige. On the other hand, he saw fame
as more a phenomenon of change than of understanding. He
saw himself as similar to the artist who suffers and struggles
through life to maintain himself and his self-respect, and whose
work, by some quirk suddenly becomes widely accer)ted. The
artist who grows with the suffering, can alone see the frailty
of fame. The more Cory retired from his popularity, the more
the other students thought him inscrutable and worthy of respect.
A T home George Bingham also heard of his son's new expe-
-^^^ riences in school. Joe McCann, at indoor tennis, said that
his daughter repeated everything Cory said in class; in the
grocery store, Ben Haller, the basketball captain, wanted an
inside on which school Cory had decided to attend. The same
day he heard these glowing reports, George Bingham received
a letter from the school principal.
While reciting Cory's good work in the past, the principal's
letter expressed concern over a new attitude Cory seemed to
have toward some of his teachers. "This new attitude is a chal-
lenge to authority bordering upon disrespect," George Bingham
read to his wife as she cooked dinner. "It would be a shame if
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Cory's otherwise perfect school folder were marred by unfavor-
able comments of some of the teachers. What do you make of
that?"
'You'd better speak to him. I think he's in his room."
While he could not understand the motivations of serious
musicians, George Bingham had always trusted his son's judg-
ment. It had been his one consolation that Cory was well-
behaved and well-mannered, and he had never worried about his
son until Cory started spending so much time alone in his room,
and so much less time at the piano.
At dinner his father confronted him.
"I can't change their minds if they want to write bad reports
about me," Cory said. "In my own mind, I've never been dis-
respectful."
"iBut a letter from the principal does not come without
reason." His father lowered his voice to stay calm. "It must go
on frequently enough. What's the trouble?"
"In a couple of classes I have presented ideas which are
not right out of the textbooks."
"Then perhaps you ought to study the textbooks more thor-
oughly," his father said.
"I read them but I don't memorize them. What difference
should that make? I have my own ideas, too."
His father looked up from his dinner calmly, as if in
a courtroom, and said, "The principal says you are in danger
of having bad reports written about you. I don't see the harm
in . . ."
Cory got up from his unfinished dinner and walked into the
living room. "Cory!" his father called. "Come back here and
finish discussing this!"
In his room Cory sat at his desk and wrote his essay for
English class on the irrelevance of Chaucer to modern life. His
thesis contended that classical studies could not be directed to-
ward enlightening man about his present unique condition. Rath-
er, Cory wrote, these studies prevented modern man from per-
ceiving the gravity of his situation, and thus were a limiting,
and probably harmful, influence.
When he finished his essay, Cory took out his cards and
played thirty games of solitaire. He won twenty-one times, broke
even twice, and decreased his total losses to $280.
THE same week that students put up 'Hail Cory' posters
in the halls, Cory did not practice a note on the piano. In
the evenings before supper Dorothy Bingham talked to her hus-
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band about Cory*s unusual behavior.
"But it's not like him not to be perfect before a concert."
George Bingham looked easily at his wife. "It's only the
rehearsal on Sunday," he said.
But even for rehearsals he's always been perfect. He's
spent hours before, but now he's playing very little. He sits in
his room."
"Talk to him," George Bingham said. "I'm not the one
who knows about music."
"I've tried, but he says he has schoolwork."
"Well, he has to keep up his grades. I've told him that."
George Bingham mixed his drink a little stronger.
"I just don't want to be disgraced," Dottie Bingham said,
putting the vegetables on the stove.
(But at the rehearsal Sunday, Cory surprised everyone ex-
cept himself and the members of the orchestra by playing
through his pieces faultlessly. His father's blind faith came
back, and his mother chatted animatedly with the symphony
conductor about Cory's progress. In the quiet of the Buick on
the turnpike as they returned home, the Binghams breathed
more easily.
Cory, sitting in the backseat, stared out the windows at the
factories, the soot, and the darkness.
AT school, on the Tuesday of the concert, Cory received back
his Chaucer essay with a B- and a note from Mr. Wiggins
to come to the teachers' room during the lunch hour.
"Did you think I gave you a fair mark?" Mr. Wiggins asked
Cory in the crowded teachers' room. "Is a B- just?"
"I don't know, sir," Cory said. "There were no comments
on the paper, and I cannot judge my own expression very well."
Mr. Wiggins lifted his glasses from his eyes, impatiently.
"Your grammar and spelling were excellent," he said severely,
drawing the attention of the other teachers. "But the assignment
was to relate Chaucer to his successors."
"Yes, sir. I tried to do that."
"His literary successors. Shakespeare and the like. That
was understood."
"You mean I made an expanded interpretation of the as-
signment," Cory said slowly. He looked at Mr. Wiggins' sallow,
smiling face.
"You did not do what I had in mind," Mr. Wiggins said.
"Then I accept the consequences and deserve to receive no
special favors. B- isn't just. I think you should fail me."
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Mr. Wiggins looked around the room at the other teachers,
and then back to Cory. Cory saw on Mr. Wiggins' face that
same look of incomprehension, as though his words had been
without significance. Slack jaws, eyes collapsed in ignorant
anger.
"I guess I'll have to decide what to do," Mr. Wiggins said.
AT the concert before a full, black-tie audience including his
parents and the Governor, Cory Bingham improvised almost
the entire Rondo of Mozart's Piano Concerto in D Minor. Once
Cory had begun to deviate from the score, the conductor, after
several jerky, hesitant motions and frantic glances, ceased wav-
ing the baton altogether. A stern look swept over his face.
Cory himself never missed a note of the movement he had
created. He sat alone on the stage of the great hall, alone with
his music cradled in his brain, flowing from his fingers onto the
keyboard. Nothing remained alive to him in any room, in any
house, in any land, except him in that room. He was free, with-
out walls.
When he finished and sat drenched in perspiration, the
audience burst into a standing ovation. Cory stood and smiled,
acknowledging their applause. Then suddenly, as he looked at
the mass of faces, he realized that none of them had understood
what he had done.
At intermission, the conductor was furious. "Despite your
unquestioned talents," he raged, "despite your high opinion of
yourself, despite anything you may think of us, you must follow
this!" He held up the white stick in his hand. "/ am in control
and you must follow me!"
Near the end of the program came Tschaikovsky's Piano
Concerto No. 2 in G, and the conductor looked warily toward
Cory as the piece began. As he was playing in the second move-
ment, an Andante non tropo, Cory thought of the hypocrisy of
the audience, clapping for a performance they could not begin
to understand. His work had meant nothing ; they had responded
only according to the social graces. In the midst of a crescendo,
when everything was at its peak, Cory stopped playing. He stood
up, and looked around at the audience. A small gasp rose from
the hall. The conductor stopped mid-stream, leaving the rest
hanging. Then Cory walked off the stage.
IN his locker at school the following day, Cory received a note
from Mr. Wiggins to the effect that, after consulting several
faculty members and Mr. Dierker, the guidance counselor, he
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had decided to keep Cory's grade at B-. "Though the quality
of your work surpassed that of the other students, your deviation
from the assignment topic and your attitude warranted a lower
grade, but not a failing one." Cory tore up the note and placed
the pieces carefully in the hall receptacle on his way to class.
By the noon hour, when the rumors of the concert had
spread, the movement of the anti-hero was over. Verbal argu-
ment in class against teachers* worn-out recitals of facts fit
into a different category from a public scandal. In his ability
and courage to meet the teachers on their own level, the other
students were on his side. But everyone saw something wrong
in walking out of an important concert performance. It was like
walking out of a store without paying for the store's goods.
When, in social relations class, Cory questioned the govern-
ment's self-interest in their policy of determining young men's
lives by lottery, he sensed more sympathy toward the stumbling
Mr. Ward than to his own arguments. But sympathy did not
matter to him, so long as the other students did not interfere
with the presentation of ideas he thought important. Otherwise,
nothing was different from before.
By the week's end, Dorothy and George Bingham had re-
covered from the shock of their son's public disgrace, but they
had no idea what to do about it. They thought of forbidding his
appearance at any future concerts, but they doubted any invita-
tions would be forthcoming. The idea of selling the piano seemed
equally futile as punishment. It seemed to them they would be
hurting themselves.
In addition, Mr. Dierker, on Mr. Wiggins' suggestion, had
called George Bingham about the Chaucer paper incident.
"It's not so serious in itself/' Mr. Dierker said. "Everyone
will survive. But its indicative of a new stage that Cory seems
to be in."
"Well, what should we do?"
"Why don't you come in on Monday afternoon and we'll all
three talk about it. Perhaps we can talk over colleges, too."
To his father's surprise, Cory agreed to the meeting.
MR. DIERKER'S office was filled with gray filing cabinets,
plaques, and an immaculate desk. A picture of the old
Washington Mem High School was perched on the wall beside
the new lean, concrete structure.
"Hello, Mr. Bingham," Mr. Dierker said. He shook hands
and motioned to a seat. "Cory, how are you?"
He turned to a gray file cabinet and found Cory's record.
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Then he sat at his desk, hair-combed and parted and smiling
slightly.
"I've asked for this meeting, Cory, to talk over your college
decision. It seemed to me your father ought . . ."
"Naturally you want to discuss my attitude," Cory inter-
rupted.
"Cory!" his father warned.
"Well, that is correct, isn't it?"
Mr. Dierker folded his hands over the tan school folder
which lay on his desk. "Essentially, yes. We are worried about
your behavior." He paused to find tactful words. "A number
of teachers . . ."
"In the opinion of the teachers," his father voiced heatedly,
"you are practically disruptive in class."
Mr. Dierker was more calm. "The teachers say you present
threatening ideas in class."
Cory looked from his father's red face to Mr. Dierker's
serene one. His throat filled with a rising inability to speak, not
from anger but from disgust. "I have been expressing ideas which
interest me."
"But before . . ." Mr. Dierker began.
"Before I wasn't honest," Cory said.
"We're only worried that your views, expressed in this way,
will harm you."
"Harm me how?" Cory said.
"The reports go to all the colleges at the end of the year,"
his father said quickly.
Mr. Dierker leafed through the folder. "And often to future
employers," he said.
Cory threw the cards on Mr. Dierker's desk.
He had spent an hour the night before making sure in his
own mind. Princeton, Williams, Yale, Harvard. On each of the
cards he had checked the box labeled "Will Not Attend" and on
the line for college accepted he had written "None."
IN his room that evening Cory thought how his father and
Mr. Dierker had protested, how they talked of his talent, of
his potential for the future. Finally his father had assured Mr.
Dierker that he would send deposits to all the schools so that
Cory could have more time to consider the choices.
"What do you intend to do, Cory?" they had asked him.
"I'm not sure yet," he had answered.
"I mean next year?" Mr. Dierker had asked.
"I don't even know about tomorrow," Cory said.
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Sitting in his room it did not seem to matter very much. He
took out his cards and began playing solitaire. Before dinner he
played eighteen games. He won thirteen of eighteen and, when
he added up the games in his little book, he was all even.
The Lover
MARALYN LOIS POLAK
On the doorstep instead
of the usual Sunday Times
we have Yetta my mother
unannounced and 80 miles displaced
Her calling card is a face
chalky beneath flecks of pale powder
How delightful. A surprise visit
For 10 minutes our shared
fantasy succeeds. I am still
her sweet unspoiled
daughter virgin at 23
We discuss the price of meat
and straightening my hair
and the very smart knit suit she sent
My father stands
on the sidewalk outside
like a sentry
Why won't he come in?
She insists
he fears the police
will tow his car away
You know how they are






and an unexplained piano
too big to quick shove it
in the closet





Mrs Kravetz was right
escapes like a horrible secret
through false teeth
so new










O and I fear
the severed leg, the body
licked by flames, the fall
from great altitude, flesh
amid smashed glass & metal,
chuff of the knife going in,
Almost as much
as I fear a trembling gait,
pissed bed & an unreliable
member, reduction to crystals
of cognitive lust, & the nose
&, ears stuffed up v^^ith hair
Stark
I am the nigger in your night, the fright
you dream of; and I am the klansman
riding on your nightmare, rope in hand,
to strangle where the other one has raped.
And I lurk behind your seat to steal
your purse, or worse; I bring you visions
of white hatred wrapped in mutilated
sheets. I am your negative, your print.
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9?2arginaualla * • « (continued)
"Terraces" and "Places" and dotted the landscape with Camelots
named "Ramblewood" or "Green Countrie Acres" The connotcL-
tion is everything, you see, and who knows what a Watergate
is anyhow? But there is a vague suggestion in the word that
the tenant parched for peace and serenity will find it as he
passes through these gates, leaving the desert of hot Washington
streets behind him.
Even at the very basic level of a place name, "watergate"
has overtones of fakery about it. It isn't "a gate giving access
to the water-side" ; it's just another piece of expensive ticky-tack
architecture. It is not surprising to hear that the management
delights in the international publicity given the name. They are
obviously dedicated to the publicity-seeker's shibboleth, "I don't
care what you say about me as long as you spell my name right."
The important thing is that the name "Watergate" is now his-
torically famous (like Ford's Theatre or the Texas Book Depos-
itory in Dallas).
But surely the name "watergate" would not have become
the symbol for the activities of this administration had the
burglary taken place in, say, the Park Sheraton. (One year of
Park Sheraton is enough!?) No, I am convinced that there is
something in the word itself that answered our need for a name
that would be appropriate to the ceaseless flow of revelations.
Determined to look at the origins of the word and its his-
torical evolution, I took doivn from the shelf that most mag-
nificent of books, the Oxford English Dictionary. Not for the
first time, I found myself overwhelmed by the mystery of lan-
guage, for there, as the first meaning of "water-gate," I found:
"a sluice or floodgate."
Now if someone at CREEP (ah, the miraculous ironies of
language and acronyms!) had invested in a compact edition of
the OED, would he have sent those bungling burglars to the
Watergate knowing that he woidd be tampering with thp flood-
gate ? I think not. Just one more piece of evidence that politicians
ought to have more respect for language. They think they can
have their ivay with her without fear of consequences, but notv
and then language weaves her subtle revenge on those who take
her for granted.
The vrescience of the OED is positively startling. The first
citation for the u^e of "water-gate" dates back to the Middle
English of 1380:
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Than was thar a geant fid of pryde
And openede the water-gate wyde
And if that is not enough to give you a chill, there is another
citation from Middleton's play, Game at Chess (III, i, 50) in
162A:
Pack up my plate and goods
And steal away
By night at water-gate
Surely you begin to see the poetic "rightness" of the word.
For indeed the floodgates have been opened, and the waters
have swept away even those tvho thought they were safe in high
places.
There is a secondary meaning to "water-gate," however,
and perhaps it may be interpreted hopefully: it means "a gate
giving access to the water-side." In Eliot's waste land, "there
is no water." But in the Washington waste land, there is some
reason to hope that Watergate may eventually turn out to be the
gate that restores access to the life-giving waters that once fed
the roots of a living democracy. When the destructive flood has
receded, many a "geant fid of pryde" will have gone. Once again
the land will be fertile and renewed.
In all humility, ive who remain will have to nurture the
plant of democratic government back to health, having been
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